Abstract. BACKGROUND: Static shear wave elastography (SWE) is used to detect breast lesions, but slice and plane selections result in discrepancies. OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the intraobserver reproducibility of continuous SWE, and whether quantitative elasticities in orthogonal planes perform better in the differential diagnosis of breast lesions. METHOD: One hundred and twenty-two breast lesions scheduled for ultrasound-guided biopsy were recruited. Continuous SWE scans were conducted in orthogonal planes separately. Quantitative elasticities and histopathology results were collected. Reproducibility in the same plane and diagnostic performance in different planes were evaluated. RESULTS: The maximum and mean elasticities of the hardest portion, and standard deviation of whole lesion, had high inter-class correlation coefficients (0.87 to 0.95) and large areas under receiver operation characteristic curve (0.887 to 0.899). Without loss of accuracy, sensitivities had increased in orthogonal planes compared with single plane (from 73.17% up to 82.93% at most). Mean elasticity of whole lesion and lesion-to-parenchyma ratio were significantly less reproducible and less accurate. CONCLUSION: Continuous SWE is highly reproducible for the same observer. The maximum and mean elasticities of the hardest portion and standard deviation of whole lesion are most reliable. Furthermore, the sensitivities of the three parameters are improved in orthogonal planes without loss of accuracies.
Introduction to SWE
Shear wave elastography has been proven as an effective method to distinguish malignant from benign lesions [1] [2] [3] [4] . The technique depends on the phenomenon that malignant lesions is usually harder than benign lesions [5, 6] . SWE works by inducing shear waves that travel faster in harder tissue. Then a very fast acquisition sequence is used to capture the propagation of the shear waves [7] . Accordingly, the difference in stiffness is presented as speed (in m/s) or as Young's modulus (in kPa). Recently, several studies have shown that SWE is efficient and highly reproducible for breast masses. In quantitative analysis of SWE, the area under ROC curve have reached 0.962 with maximum elasticity and ICC is up to 0.87 with mean elasticity. These studies are based on three separate static SWE images in longitude planes. However, suspicious features would have been not sufficient in single plane, and the resulting differences in slice selection across acquisitions are likely to affect the study results. So real-time image acquisition and orthogonal planes are recommended [4, 8] .
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the intraobserver reproducibility of real-time SWE examination, and whether quantitative elasticity in orthogonal planes perform better in the differential diagnosis of breast lesions.
Patients and method

Patients
The study was performed from July 2014 to January 2015 in West China Hospital, China. The inclusion criteria were female patients with breast mass in B-mode ultrasound and scheduled for ultrasoundguided biopsy. Some patients were exclude if they were: pregnant or breast-feeding, with mass greater than 3 cm in longitudinal diameter or greater than 2.5 cm in vertical diameter, or carrying a cancer history in the same breast with current mass. Written informed consent was obtained before SWE and ultrasound-guided biopsy as the Ethics Committee required. Finally, 119 patients with 122 lesions were recruited in our study.
Procedures of SWE and data collection
All patients were examined with a 4-15 MHz transducer unit of Aixplorer (SuperSonic Imagine, France) by an experienced sonographer, who was just informed with the location of mass and clinical manifestations. Three separate real-time SWE scans swept along the long and the orthogonal short axis, and the images presented in transverse and longitude planes respectively. Masses were in the center of an interest elastic box (3.0 × 2.5 cm 2 in biggest size). All elastic values were demonstrated in kPa and the default maximum display setting was 180 kPa. The quantitative analysis was based on the plane with maximum elastic value across every sweeping, representing the hardest portion of lesions. As showed in Fig. 1 ., placements of the three quantitative boxes (Qbox, Supersonic Imagine) were suggested: the first 2 mm-diameter round Qbox on the hardest portion (most red on color overlay), the second 2 mmdiameter round Qbox on the softest adjacent parenchyma at the same depth, and the third round Qbox on the whole lesion, including the hardest portion. And quantitative elasticity for the following parameters were analyzed: maximum elasticity (EMAX), mean elasticity of hardest portion (EMANH), mean elasticity of softest adjacent parenchyma (EMEANS), lesion-to-parenchyma elasticity ratio (ERATIO), and mean elasticity and standard deviation of the whole lesion (EMEAN and SD). Finally, histopathology results were obtained.
Statistical analysis
Histopathology results of ultrasound-guided core biopsy were considered as standard of reference. Inter-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was introduced to evaluate reproducibility intra observer. Receiver operation characteristic curve (ROC), area under ROC (Az), sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and diagnostic index (DI) were introduced to assess diagnostic performance. SPSS 19.0 and MedCalc 14.12.0 were statistical tools we used and a significance level of 0.05 was set.
Results
Histopathology results of all patients
Histopathology results were obtained after core biopsies under the monitor of B-mode ultrasound, including 41 malignant lesions and 81 benign lesions. The histopathology results are showed in Table 1 .
Intraobserver reproducibility of SWE
In longitudinal and transverse planes, EMAX, SD and EMEANH were highly reproducible. The reproducibility of EMAX was high with ICC = 0.95 in the transverse plane and ICC = 0.93 in longitude planes. ERATIO showed lower level of reproducibility. EMEAN and EMEANS were poorly reproduced. 
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Adjacent parenchyma on SWE
EMEANS presented the stiffness of softest adjacent parenchyma at the same depth with hardest portion in the interest elastic box. Significant differences were observed between benign and malignant group and between orthogonal planes. EMEANS and diameter in B-mode ultrasound showed significantly larger in longitude planes of malignant lesions.
Az values
EMAX, EMEANH and SD had large Az values, and they were significant larger than the values of EMEAN and ERATIO. The mean Az values from different acquisitions with the five parameters were 0.899, 0.889, 0.887, 0.784 and 0.836 respectively. 
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Diagnostic performances in orthogonal planes
Diagnostic performance was evaluated after ROC assessment. The associated criterion with highest DI was accepted as cut-off value. Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were evaluated with quantitative elasticity from different acquisitions.
Despite EMEAN and ERATIO had diagnostic accuracy lower than 80%, EMAX, EMEANH and SD showed accuracy more than 84% (Table 5 ). The DIs were close to or higher than 170%, meaning the three parameters feasible to apply in diagnosis. Further, the sensitivity had been improved in orthogonal planes without loss of accuracy, though no significant differences were found. Sensitivity of SD rose at from 73.17% in transverse plane to 82.93% with maximum SD in orthogonal planes for diagnosis.
Discussion
In this study, EMAX, EMEANH and SD were high reproducible in real-time acquisition, but ERA-TIO and EMEAN were not. The ICC values were all larger than previous study [8] . EMAX was most reproducible though no significant differences were found. For real-time continuous scans including elasticity of whole mass and excluding disturbing of slice selection, it is naturally to observe higher reproducibility.
Compared to transverse or longitude plane alone, all parameters had larger Az values in orthogonal planes. But EMEAN and ERATIO showed no clinic feasibility with DI values much less than 170% (largest with 166.94%). Based on no loss in accuracy, EMAX, EMEANH and SD were further improved in sensitivity when orthogonal acquisitions conducted. Though the cut-off values are different [1] and some are higher than the values in this study [3, 4, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , the diagnostic performances are almost fair [3, 4, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . It can be resulted by high rate of DCIS (6/41 in malignant group) and hard rule of avoiding pressure (images with apparent artefacts were excluded) in this study. Several studies have shown that elastic values was different with different immunohistochemical profile and DCISs have lower elasticity value than IDCs [3, 4, 19] . And the artefact caused by pressure also increases elastic value [4, 10] .
Even continuous scans in orthogonal planes applied, false negative and false positive cases were found (typical images in Fig. 2 ). Yoon JH and the colleagues noted that thick breast and large and deep lesions can lead to false positive patterns but early stage cancers can show false negative images [20] . 
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Besides, the diameter and elastic value were found significant larger in longitude plane of malignant lesion. It is known the fact that malignant mass infiltrating surrounding tissue, and the real size can be larger than in B-mode ultrasound. But the interest elastic box was limited in size. It couldn't image healthy breast parenchyma in longitude plane for every recruited malignant lesion, especially the larger or high-grade cancer. So the biggest size of interest elastic box is recommended as default application to decrease the happening of false contrast.
Our study had some limitations. First, the lesion number was small and we did not evaluate the elastography characteristics pf particular histopathology change. Second, the histopathology samples were obtained by core needle biopsies rather than excisions. Third, the combined diagnostic performance of quantitative elasticity was not analyzed. Fourth, the breast imaging reporting and data system (BI-RADS) and qualitative elasticity analysis were not included. For further study, the combination of different parameters should be analyzed in a large population.
In conclusion, limited size of elastic image box made infiltrated tissue performing as contrast tissue in longitude plane of some malignant lesions. EMAX, EMEANH, and SD on real-time continuous SWE showed high reproducibility intra observer, and they all had high Az value and accuracy. Compared with examination in single plane, continuous SWE scans in orthogonal planes could improve the sensitivity without loss of accuracy, which is helpful to early diagnosis of breast cancers.
